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Watching Comet Hale-
 




Apostrophes indicate possession. But who
 
can possess a ball of ice and gas that punctuates
 the night? Who’d want to?
2.
Marriage
is a form of possession. An owning,
 
but also a giving away. Two lives overlapping that 
cast one shadow; an eclipse of bodies once orbiting, then tangent.
 Until a planet or moon or sun inevitably is covered,
 as if smothered by a dense down pillow. It goes
 dark.
3.
And after marriage? When, jettisoned like rocket stages,
 
our shared years fall away at lightspeed and distances reach
 interstellar, possession shifts, becomes a cold
 clench streaking across the vacuum of mind, reappearing
 in cycles as predictable as the tides or lunar
 phases that all the four walls and divorce
 songs or drunken stardust dances in
 the world cannot divert.
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on the redwood deck, is the lawn chaise
 in which I reclined my final
night here, my house no longer mine. Awake,
 
then sleeping, then waking without astrolabe to ask
 the noncommital sky notched between
 two plum trees for direction before
 the dawn.
5.
Solo traveler across the eucalyptus canyon.
 
Bright eyelash. Accent mark to emptiness.
 Or maybe this twitching cat-tailed comet should be
 read as 
a
 comma, a pause rather than an end stop.  
A waiting for return.
6.
My visit tonight
in the time of the comet to pick up
 
our daughter, trails an afterimage vivid as
 the Asian woman I once saw—stunning
 in white dress, stockings, and pumps, satellites
 of pearls around her neck. She approached,
 then, verging close, veered
 off the sidewalk between constellations
 of headlights never to 
be
 seen in this lifetime again  
no matter how much I might  
wish it.
7.
Even if I wished it to be.
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